Synopsis
Tribebook: Glass Walkers Revised focuses on the most urbane of werewolf tribes. Inside are the secrets of the cyber-tribe's mystic powers over technology, as well as their tactics for fighting the War of the Apocalypse over electronic and concrete battlefields. No modern-day Werewolf fan should be without it.
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Customer Reviews
The book I received was almost in brand new condition. As to the book itself, the Glass Walker Tribebook for anyone who runs Werewolf the Apocalypse and has them in their party, it’s an invaluable tool. It’s written very well and definitely helps give some great insight on how to run the Weaver’s Tribe.

The Glasswalkers have the most interesting history among the tribes, and this tribebook brings it out perfectly. From all the various names the tribe has had, the book not only covers them, but lists the gifts that each version would have. if you are the least bit interested in the "Weaver tribe", then get this book.

White Wolf fluff about the Glass Walkers. Great information for fleshing out your characters a bit more.
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